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While new homes have more wall outlets than ever before, recent surveys 
confirm that yet more are needed! It’s perhaps not surprising, considering 
our increasing reliance on smart devices, home entertainment media and 
mobile phones, to name a few. 
Same for older houses; many were built before there  
were multiple audio visual and I.T choices, microwaves  
and dishwashers, outdoor lighting options with timers,  
air fryers and a myriad more. 

For quick solutions to put power where it’s needed, our 
reliance on power strips has continued to surge… 

The good news is that power strips and cords 
don’t need to be an eyesore that’s impossible to clean 
around, take up precious space on a floor or desk,  
or be safety hazards for infants and curious pets > 
because D-Line has expanded its innovative cable 
management range by thinking ‘inside the box’ to  
make alternative solutions that buddy up with  
power strips; whatever their location! 

Ideal for general indoor use, D-Line Cable Organizer 
Boxes neatly contain power strips and cord excess. 

With a stylish tech design, to blend with decor,  
the rear face has three entry or exit points for easy 
cable routing. Two sizes are available, with black  
and white options.

It is possible now to put power to a desk or gaming  
set-up, while keeping the surrounding floor space 
cable-free. Available in black or gray colours, check out 
new Cable Tray, that simply hooks onto peel-and-stick 
brackets for easy installation underside a table top,  
then giving a discrete home for your power strip.

With ‘easy to use, look great!’ design, D-Line Outdoor 
Cable Box features ten cable entry or exit points in  
a weather resistant casing; ideal for housing outdoor 
electrics, to power external equipment and lighting.

From the familiar ‘See Cables, Think D-Line’, now we’re 
pleased to say ‘See Power Strips, Think D-Line!’

✘

No more cable spaghetti
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